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Abstract: 

Due to its demonstrated effectiveness in handling massive data, deep learning techniques have become a significant 

development in various research fields. They can conduct non-linear processes and complex interactions, including biological 

science. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) were employed in this study to detect and predict the biological activities of 

essential oil-producing plants. The same Essential Oils (EO) dataset has also been subjected to a different class of machine 

learning methods, the Multiclass Neural Network. This is being done to assess the suggested CNN model's performance 

objectively. According to CNN and MNN's test results, the accuracy of the testing method is 98% and 81%, respectively. As a 

result, the EO-containing plants' bioactivities may now be classified and predicted using CNN. According to the final prediction 

method, the total accuracy is claimed to be around 97 per cent. A valuable model for predicting the bioactivities of EO-

producing plants, at least in Egypt, is the deep learning model described here. 
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Introduction  

A broad variety of modern life challenges, including chemical engineering, water treatment, and 

biological domains like genomic and proteomic investigations, have been penetrated by artificial 

intelligence (AI) in recent years, which is characterized by complex and nonlinear processes. With its 

shown capacity to take raw characteristics derived from large data sets, such as those generated by 

genomics, chemistry, and pharmaceutical labs. It is widely agreed that deep learning is a very 

promising field within artificial intelligence (AI). Deep learning is also one of the most promising 

sciences, since it has been proved to accept input features acquired from other challenges. Analyzing 

this data yields patterns that may be deduced and training process-based models that can be used to 

make forecasts. 

Flowers, leaves, and bark, to mention a few elements of the aromatic plants that contain essential oils 

(EOs), are physiologically beneficial organic chemicals that are isolated from the plants' various 

sections. These natural materials are commonly employed in complementary medicine because of the 

vast variety of biological activity that they possess (CAM). Using natural alternatives to replace 

inorganic chemistry has been a popular subject of discussion in the contemporary biological field of 

study. This is due to the fact that artificial chemical compounds, when employed in the medical, 

pharmaceutical, cosmetic, food, and beverage industries, may have harmful  

Table 1. In the testing phase, the MNN and CNN algorithms' confusion matrix values. 

 

 

impacts on human health and the environment As a result, contemporary research focuses on finding 

alternative natural goods, such as essential oils that have a higher potential to be more biocompatible 

with live human organs while inflicting less harm than existing items. 

According to basic rules of thumb, the bioactivity of an EO-producing plant is defined by its chemical 

structure and its EOs content. Both factors impact the overall bioactivity of the plant in question. EOs, 
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on the other hand, are composed of a variety of low nuclear weight natural blends that are capable of 

complete organic motility and may be combined in a variety of ways. Based on their structural 

features, these dynamic mixtures may be divided into several distinct groups (for example, 

hydrocarbons, oxygenated mixture &sulphur or perhaps nitrogen). We can now explain the biological 

role of each EO3 thanks to the pools identified in these combinations. 

 

The essential oils' many biological effects include antiseptic & antimicrobial, antifungal, anticancer, 

antiviral, and anti-inflammatory properties. A plant's chemical composition may differ from one variety 

to the next based on its geographical area, agricultural conditions, climate or seasonal changes. An 

EO's bioactivity cannot be reliably assigned to anyone one molecule in the EO's mixture, as should be 

noted. As this study's findings demonstrate, the precise connections between the EO's cocktail and its 

biological effects are pretty non-linear when investigated across diverse pools of chemical structures. 

Predicting biological effects from data with such a wide variety of structural properties may be difficult 

using typical methodologies. This is why. Thus, they were developing an artificial neural network model 

that could identify and predict the biological activities of EO-producing plants  

 

using variations in their chemical composition. This would save both time and money because in-vitro 

experiments, which would otherwise be required, would not be necessary because of this. 

It has been claimed that machine learning (ML) approaches, notably Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), 

may help solve a number of biological challenges in recent decades. Nodes and neurons (i.e. layers) are 

the basic building blocks of an artificial neural network (ANN), which is a numerical representation of a 

given structure. Hidden neurons in each layer change the values of the inputs and send the resulting 

outputs to the appropriate neurons. Many factors in a fully connected neural network need extensive 

processing inside the network layers to produce the desired output, as biological information has 

grown in recent years. Large data sets with a high degree of complexity and structure have shown the 

effectiveness of deep learning methods. With millions of variables (pixels) grouped into clearly defined 

objects in an image, deep learning methods are often used in image processing6. Some text 

classification problems, like those requiring DNA sequence categorization, may be solved using deep 

learning approaches, which are no longer exclusive to the field of image processing. It seems that deep 

learning might be an efficient strategy for dealing with the complex interactions between different 

chemicals and biological processes that make up substances in the world around us. 

Convolutional Neural Networks are a powerful deep learning model (CNN). Convolutional and pooling 

layers differentiate the CNN. These layers utilize filters to restrict the input data range, allowing for 

discovering significant or memorable locations within it To build a CNN you need three layers: an initial 

input layer, an  
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Table 2. The MNN and CNN algorithms' accuracy and relevance measures are now being evaluated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. The confusion matrix values for the predicting model. 

intermediate convolution layer, and a final ReLU (or Rectified Linear Unit) layer. There are three steps: 

max(0, x), max pooling, and the final output layer. Mathematically it is represented as max(0, x) (any 

value less than 0 is transformed to 0, while any positive value passes intact in other words (i.e. a fully-

connected neural network layer, which makes the output based on the activation function). 

The purpose of this work is to categorise and predict the biological activities of essential oil-producing 

plants based on their EOs content using an experimental case study. Classification is conducted using 

different algorithms to assess the utility of machine and deep learning approaches: Multiclass Neural 

Network (MNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The practical method is used to construct a 
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model for forecasting the biological activity of EOs-producing examples planted in various countries. 

The sections that follow outline the research skills employed in this study: To begin, we will discuss the 

findings of two algorithms applied to the essential oils dataset; MNN is a machine learning method, 

while CNN is a deep learning technique. These findings were compared to both existing and newly 

created untested datasets. Finally, the report outlines the methodologies used to conduct the 

research. Confusion matrix validation is the best method for evaluating classification performance. For 

CNN and MNN, the classification matrix is shown in Table 1. True Positive, False Positive, True 

Negative, and False Negative are all binary categories. Different measures for measuring classification 

performance based on confusion matrix values10 include accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. The suggested methodology phases are shown in a detailed flowchart. 

 

Methodology 

Using CNN algorithms to develop a prediction model for the bioactivity of EOs.   

The classification technique determined that the CNN algorithm maintains a high accuracy throughout 

the training and testing phases. This is because it can process massive amounts of data while focusing 

on the most critical components of the dataset. A model for anticipating biological activity has been 

developed due to the CNN-suggested technique. Forecasting the bioactivity of previously unknown 

essential oils has been predicted to be around 97 per cent accurate. The suggested CNN prediction 

model's final metric values and discriminating results are shown in Tables 2 and 3 and Fig. 2. 

In order to solve medical and biological issues, it is vital that artificial intelligence, namely machine 

learning and deep learning algorithms, be used. It is generally known that essential oils (EOs) have 

therapeutic effects and biological processes that protect against a number of pathogens and cancers. 

Due to the absence of complete understanding on their underlying chemical variety and function, it is 

difficult to demonstrate their consistent activity. 

          

To speed up in-vitro operations and create reliable predictions regarding experimental results, several 

EO researchers have used AI. Classification of EOs and identification of those with a high chance of 

preventing the growth of all bacterial strains was accomplished using an unsupervised machine 

learning technique. Additionally, a machine learning-based binary classification technique was used to 

show the antibacterial activity of essential oils isolated from a range of Mediterranean plants. The 
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antibacterial activity of 49 EOs against four distinct illnesses was predicted using a fast artificial neural 

network  (FNN). The FNN algorithm accurately predicted more than 70% of antibacterial activity within 

a 10 mm error range. 

 

Due to the variety and immense size of aromatic plant species as a consequence of their climatic 

environment, it may be possible to enhance the synthesis of highly concentrated secondary 

metabolites. As a consequence, there is an urgent need to strengthen the scientific basis for aromatic 

species via the use of cutting-edge artificial intelligence techniques such as machine and deep learning. 

Essential oils are used in this particular experiment. There were peer-reviewed publications and in vitro 

tests used to get the data. To treat a particular condition, it may be necessary to determine the 

essential oil's chemical makeup or to provide one or more EOs (e.g. bacteria, viruses, or cancer). 

Because of this, researchers have turned to machine learning and deep learning technologies to 

explore the biological activities of certain plants that produce essential oils. The training and testing 

methodologies make use of a unique collection of plants that generate essential oils that the authors 

compiled and updated from peer-reviewed scientific papers. A random sample of twelve hundred 

(120) plants was used to construct the dataset. This collection has 573 chemical compounds in total. In 

the recommended experimental setting, the biological actions of essential oils are classified into eight 

categories (anticancer, antioxidant, antimicrobial, antifungal, antiviral, anti-wormal, anti-inflammatory, 

and cytotoxic activities). EOs may be identified via the use of two supervised learning-based 

classification techniques. The Multiclass Neural Network (MNN) architecture is used to construct the 

initial model (i.e., the Multiclass NN module in Azure). Open-source Azure Machine Learning studio56 

is used to run the second model based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). An all-encompassing 

flowchart of the suggested method is shown in Figure 3. About 68,760 chemical component % 

concentration values correspond to the two recommended supervised learning techniques in the EO 

dataset, trained using the two algorithms. Approximately 60% of the information is utilised to train 

MNN and CNN algorithms, with the other 40% for testing and foretelling purposes. This implies that 

there are 45,840, 11,460, and 11,460 people in the training, testing, and validation processes, 

respectively. EOs dataset is shown in Azure format in Figure 1. 
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According to Fig 2  the CNN model used in this experiment consists of two convolutional layers, two 

pooling layers, and one hidden layer. [120 573] denotes "the number of essential oils and their chemical 

components, respectively," which serves as input for the suggested CNN. A convolutional layer convexes 

the input matrix in the subsequent layers. Each output node is the filter's convolution operation 

resulting in the convolution layer. The pooling layer is used to minimise overfitting by compressing and 

generalising data. This experiment employs tiny split sections of the input matrix to extract the 

maximum value using local maxpooling. 
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Fig3. The New Conceptualization Proposed Analysis of essential oil data begins with CNN using an 

original input matrix. The network's underlying structure consists of two convolution and pooling 

layers. Sigmoid activation is used in a fully connected feed forward neural network to select the correct 

output from these layers. 

 

 

Table.4 Hyper-parameter values for CNN layers are shown in the following table. 

 

Last is a "sigmoid" active layer that comes after the convolution and pooling layers. Since each node's 

score is translated to a probability value between 0 and 1, sigmoid functions are often utilised while 

developing a CNN. It is possible to categorise the input into several subcategories (Suppl Information). 

 

Conclusion 

With the use of deep learning, researchers want to construct a computer model able to categorize and 

predict EOs' bioactive properties without the need for in vitro testing. Because of their efficacy as anti-

septics and anti-microbials, antifungals, antioxidants, anti-tumours, antivirals & anti-inflammatories, EOs 

have drawn a lot of attention in the health care business.. However, a significant challenge is tracing the 

chemical components of the EO to their biological effects using conventional in-vitro research methods. 

This experiment categorized and analyzed 120 Egyptian essential oils using two classification methods. 

Both machine learning and deep learning were tested in this experiment multiclass Neural Networks and 

Artificial Neural Networks are used for supervised learning. CNN has a two-to-one accuracy advantage 

over MNN (98.13 percent) (81.88 percent ). 
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